healthcare

agriculture: general

business
entertainment
business

news: general

arts: general

organisations: general

automotive: general

biotech: general
business: general

business
business
healthcare
business

chemicals: general
energy: general
engineering: general

food: general
games: general
health consumer: general
healthcare: general

information
agent

MACHINE LEARNING INTEGRATION

paper: general

Phase One: each algorithm given a “factor”
based on success at predicting readable articles

pharma: general

business
Sci/Tech

real estate: general

science: general

sports: general
technology: general
telecoms: general
textiles: general
transportation: general
UK regional: general

law: general

US regional: general

business

Phase Two: add a consolidator rule

utilities: general

All News
Business
Entertainment
Healthcare
Science/Technology
Sports

Matches user “clicks” to 380
channels and/or rules and
begins to sequence based
on user article preferences

Machine
Learning

4,111

12,045

1,453

AL1

AL2

AL3

AL4

AL5

AL6

AL7

driving high scores for
unreadable articles?

compares “core” algorithm scores
to final consolidated score
(I am a natural leader and build consensus)

interesting? each time AL4 has highest
score, article appears to be read by user?

12,564

8.,162

33,945

2,142

9,600

21,002

3,376

AL1

AL2

AL3

AL4

AL5

AL6

AL7

33,945 news articles had a high score
that was closest to algorithm 3’s score

these two “runs” do not equal
Why? Most articles are not read
Are these articles more important
than the articles that have been read?
“rule builder” with
easy user interface

neural
algorithms
already
considered

automatically adapts
to individual users

Build Search Engine

parses the documents
added by the user and
let’s them choose
specific concepts for
inclusion in personal
search engine

can also begin to analyze sources
that are never read and eliminate

under-utilized algorithm? or (properly) being
used as a dissenting vote on some articles?

Reporting
Engine
monitor usage
monitor core scores
monitor trends

like “Google Co-op”

CREATE YOUR OWN SEARCH ENGINE
Search Results

Search for Articles

Documents You Like

as user adds docs to
system, it may alert
user to similar engine
(could be like wiki)

Guide Me

uses simple rules to compute scores versus correlations or “brute force”

INDUSTRY
PORTALS

CLIPPING
SERVICE

Ultimate neural algorithm would “flush”
corpus after reaching milestone or
thresholds and only index user read docs

example rule: if there is less than 10 points between
any 3 scores, calculate the average for those three

IMPORTANT:

Name Your Search Engine

If user can “share” search engine
then no need for virtual community service

Suit to Proceed Against XM Satellite
only for me

share

Panero Tells Content Providers To Embrace Digital
Refine Search Results

checks to see if name is taken
generates url, like lung.newoptix.com

scores “step” through the consolidator

User should carry the cost of algorithm
since system has to support large user base

Which of these headlines best
describes your query?

<advanced editing>

add web search to news feed
example: online gaming
example: site for Disney employees
can also include “useful links”

improving precision/recall
will dramatically improve
company monitoring;
removes need for human
editors

Initially:
May only happen on user-saved searches
May be pre-cached as part of email delivery

NE

Save Search Engine

What did you mean?

newsoptix
T

H

E

C

U

S

T
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M
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E
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D

I

N

Kitchenaid Appliance News

G

PREPARED EXCLUSIVELY FOR:

Cooking/Baking With KitchenAid News
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Sunbeam News
Koman Foundation (Retail) News

Disney Interactive Group

custom pic here

PASS:
article id
cluster

channel

note: no one will ever see
or be aware of channels
(used for algorithms only)

previously
called

HS

HUMAN SYSTEM ALGORITHM
dc

dr

rc

bring in 400+ news channels to build corpus’s
old (rc) piece, like GE to overall collection

Event to Universe (15)

Event to Channel (380)

Channel (380) to Universe (15)

POSITIVITY/NEGATIVITY ALGORITHM
Simplified corpus for all articles
“excellent” positive no matter the
cluster or channel

PN
HEADLINE
DE-DUPING

TOPIC SUMMARY ALGORITHM

first one in the “pipe” wins
consider breaking story

6 unique corpus’ (all news, business, etc)
token “strike” not important in baseball
token “strike” very important in business

TS
start with exact headline match
graduate to contiguous words
or word matching count or
80% text matching

Algorithms
LINGUISTIC INQUIRY ALGORITHM

Ranking News

Measures language dimensions
cognition: how reasoned or understandable
thinking: big words
complex: number of unique words
relative: past or present tense

LI
25,000 Sources
250,000 Article/Day
200 Countries
75 Languages

NEAREST NEIGHBOR
article id provides the
connection (unique id)
between these two
separate processes

Measures event fatigue & multi-source coverage

NN

analyzes the previous article(s) for
degree of match to current article
can show that an event is repeating at
a high frequency; can also show deceleration

start with articles written in english
remove “premium” articles (like WSJ)

INTENSITY ALGORITHM
Measures event intensity

N
ATIO
C
I
F
SI

find “intensity” anomalies
created baseline intensity for each rule
identifies “high interest” consumer news
like “chicago white sox in world series”

IN

Rules
Manager

rules help
IN and BL
algorithms

BURST & LATENCY ALGORITHM

NORMALIZE RAW SCORES TO BEST-FIT CURVES

TX

Leverage vendor taxonomy
> editorial quality
> search engine popularity
> location of story on page

LATEST ARTICLES

Game News, Belarus - Jan 16, 2007
Pirates of the Burning Sea Producer, John Scott Tynes, describes his "Life with Beta" in this newest developer journal. Operating an MMO beta is fantastic. ...

What is an online world game?

MMORPG blog - Jan 11, 2007
Based on the movie that made pirates uber-cool again, Pirates of the Caribbean Online is now almost visible on the horizon. During his recent keynote at the ...

XM Satellite
NewsOptix Search

PC World - Jan 10, 2007
According to Steve Parkis, Disney Online's VP of Premium Content, the technology could also be ported to other Disney properties, like ESPN and ABC, ...

Saved Searches

Disney Recruiting Pirates Online

place to access saved
searches; may require
login?

ADOTAS, NY - Jan 9, 2007
The Pirates game is part of a major push by Disney to win the hearts of kids more interested in digital music players and online video than Mickey Mouse. ...

Monitoring agents designed to look for news
Example: High Volume Transaction News
adds relevance to
drive precision

puts previous query in box
so user understands he/she
needs to modify the text

NewsOptix
T H E

Extra set of algorithms can be run per feed
just before information delivery (filters)

defaults to
all news

A U D I E N C E

I S

Advanced Search

someday we can offer versions
for specific countries and regions
(initially based on source location...)
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DEFAULTS
TO 30 DAYS

R E A D I N G

All News Business Entertainment Healthcare Sci/Tech Sports

NewsOptix Search

Search:

Guide Me!

all the news

articles from the UK

Abiltity to add special “newspapers”
around important topics
(like Google colors their logo)

What is new in the world
I don’t know about, but
I should know about...

Check out our Super Bowl Coverage!!
NewsOptix Topics: Browse custom newspapers on important topics

XML RESULTS SET

Make NewsOptix Your Home Page

delivery:
XML for intranet app
ASP page on portal
Transform, Style
and Display

Search Results

ARTICLE
SCORES

initially can build topics leveraging the “best of news” sites

Did You Find What You
Were Looking For? Y

NewsOptix
T H E

RAW
SCORES

provides ability to search
more than 30 days of news
http://www.newsoptix.com

article id
scores

Matches both on
article id and channel
to insure articles get
correct score

algorithm
scores are
hidden

A U D I E N C E

I S

All News Business Entertainment Healthcare Sci/Tech Sports
NewsOptix Search

IMPORTANT:
In subsequent rounds of the
consolidator the SAME simple
rules are run multiple times
to further refine and tighten
the final score distribution

N

May find that NewsOptix
delivers a better top story
than the one written by
a content provider?

feedback on every page
monitored every 24 hours

Advanced Search

R E A D I N G

WSJ

Yahoo! News

Google News

Bush made Iraq and energy
independence focal points of
his State of the Union,
suggesting a 20% cut in
gasoline consumption over the
next decade. He fleshed out
his health-coverage proposal
and renewed calls for...

President Bush wants
Congress to give his controversial strategy for Iraq a
chance to work. Defiant
Democrats say they'll give it a
vote, and use their newly won
control over the House and
Senate to oppose the...

Israel's politically powerful
justice minister led the growing
chorus of calls on Wednesday
for President Moshe Katsav to
resign over impending charges
of rape and abuse of power.

I Like These Articles!

error message if
user forgets to
check any articles

Sorted By: Relevance | Date

scrape the top headlines from various news sites
(like ESPN, Entertainment Weekly, etc...)

use dynamic article summaries
generated by the search engine
REFINE MY SEARCH
(based on articles I like)

contextual
ads here

either use one site to drive each Topic Section
or consolidate the “best of” from a few sites

recommend adsense to start
can be vertical banner ads
[or] 4 ad skyscrapers

“paradigm shift” for most
users; refine process will
have to be very clear
(recommend entire column)

load concepts into search engine and deliver
best matching articles as the top headlines

server side includes
way to go initially

Daily Newspapers
key is to make pages “look and feel” like real newspapers

no automatic clusters
used from search engine

Refined Search Results

NewsOptix TOPICS
Monday, January 01, 2007

http://www.newsoptix.com

One or more algorithm scores can be used to
calculate the next “step” in the consolidator
high score may be passed through [or] top
three scores may be averaged?

NewsOptix
T H E

A U D I E N C E

I S

Did You Find What You
Were Looking For? Y

All News Business Entertainment Healthcare Sci/Tech Sports
NewsOptix Search

navigation area
like newspaper index

N

Advanced Search

In The News
In Business....

R E A D I N G

show “rules” that have
highest scores for day
(like a tag cloud)

I Like These Articles!

START WITH GOOGLE ADSENSE:
can make 25-50% of revenue
generated by google adsense

Sorted By: Relevance | Date

leverage world class contextual ad
server (Google) to serve up relevant ads

saves search criteria
locally on user’s hard
drive for future use

Measures the acceleration of
events within each rule

BL

Please modify the below query
to be more descriptive

contextual
ads here

major sections can
always be added
“baseball...” in menu

The Day In Pictures

Stock Options
Employment Law
General Electric
Real Estate
Airlines

can be a subscription service
or just some AP pictures in
public domain....

In Sports...

In Entertainment...

google handles the entire relationship
with advertisers (huge benefit)

Sports Roundup

Science & Technology

can exclude ads from competitors or
those deemed distasteful

SAVE THIS SEARCH

can add “?” marks
for extra help on
navigation

Article Index

? BUILD SEARCH ENGINE

user clicks on article

launches “build” screen and automatically adds
currently selected articles to search engine process

DL URL

etc...

google rewards sites that are rich in
“focused, high quality” content

MO URL

ARTICLE

Build A Newspaper

Arts & Entertainment

delete_document API
reviews content each
night and removes articles
past the valid_time field

Virtual Community

Improves Recall (Some Precision)

can be thousands of rules
from General Electric to
Houston Astros to
Employment Law to
Online Gaming

WRITING RULES

Concepts Found in
Your Articles:

Concepts In Current Rule

XM(62)
Satellite Radio(61)
satellite(809)
Batts(19)
Recording Industry(42)
Recording Industry Association(12)
Radio(2302)
XM satellite(36)
Industry Association(111)
Industry(8522)
Recording(9940)
Association(11433)
XM Satellite Radio(36),

News Articles

can use contractors (all ages)
to write rules for engine
friends can help by requesting
rules and sending in
descriptive documents

Build Your Own Topic!

titles need to be “catchy”
just like a printed newspaper

Mobile Alerts

News Articles

Concepts to Choose From

MULTIPLE NEWSPAPERS

FULL PERSONALIZATION:
allows user to build own news page
*could get us in trouble with vendor?

let users write and publish the rules (similar to pandora)

RULES MANAGER

Your Health & Happiness

add denova labs url for
tracking article clicks
and usage trends

Phrase-bases Indexing
Improves Recall

carries article taxonomy for matching with algorithm scores

Phrase-Based
Indexing

Business Today

REFINE AGAIN

Could be used as a “buzz” index

PASS:
article id article date
valid time channel
cluster

Article Sunsetting
Agent

if none chosen
search box
appears

http://www.newsoptix.co.uk

Disney's Online World: Serious Makeover
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None of the Above

Search Interface

Detroit Free Press, MI - Jan 15, 2007
... groups or in 40-person mobs called raids. The genre is technically called a Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game -- MMORPG, or MMO for short.

Pirates of the Caribbean Online ETA: later this 2007

96

XM Satellite Radio Being Sued

or it may appear like the
“artlcies from UK” option

Pirates of the Burning Sea - Life with Beta

FINAL
SCORE

99

Bear Stearns: Big Upside on Satellite Radio Merger

MMORPG blog - 2 hours ago
So with new MMO titles being constantly developed, and with the likes of WoW: TBC having just been released to keep players' interests fresh, will China's ...

99

Content publisher corpus
NYT has more value than local blog

FCC Says No to Sirius and XM Satellite Radio Merger

someday, custom search
may appear as one of the
choices on the home page

Chinese MMO industry foresees 74% annual growth

TAXONOMY ALGORITHM

Honda, XM Launch Radio Program for Certified Used Cars

ability to refine search
before presented with
any content

News Feeds » KitchenAid

clusters will drive search navigation
like google -- web, images, groups, etc.

Article Feed

2,100

Score Aggregation (Consolidator)

NEURAL ALGORITHM

currently vendor-driven clusters

can expand to blogs
and broadcast media

6,596

retail: general

society: general

Sports
Sci/Tech
Sci/Tech
business
business

3,349

which of these are most important?
only reporting and time will tell...

packaging: general

hospitality: general

media: general

system improves as a result of
direct interaction with system
more users = more success

recreation: general

financial: general

homes: general

entertainment
business
business

metals: general

aerospace: general

beverages: general

healthcare
business
business
business
business
business
entertainment
entertainment
healthcare
healthcare

medical: general

Six Clusters Available
to Search Interface

number of articles read by users
where algorithm had the highest score
(I truly represent the public)

5,080

BUSINESS BUZZ

business

advertising and marketing: general

Is AL6 the most important algorithm?
Highly readable by users and drives scoring

intelligent agents that improve system with no human intervention

can measure “return on involvement” or ROI

where a group is not designated
maps to “all news” which included
every general(:) channel

ARTICLE
CL
AS

Q1 2007 NEWSOPTIX DESIGN

Machine Learning

users choose the best “terms/phrases”
would obviously pass on Batts, association, etc..
save rule with name...

Email Subscription Services

new user on system can subscribe to
XM Satellite Topic created by another user
(may even by able to add to it? -- very wiki-like)

can measure rule “success” by how many
people “subscribe” to the rule
(self-police system for quality control)

charge $9.95 per month
or $99/year if paid at once

ADDITIONAL
DATA

SALES
OPTIX

STOCK
OPTIX

LAW
OPTIX

articles with very high
scores can be emailed
as special alerts or sent
to a mobile device

SENIOR
OPTIX

David Gossett
PROG Jean-Carlos Jaimungal
DSGN
DATA

Voice Alerts

NEWSOPTIX PHASE III DESIGN
Design for next generation newsoptix following phase one
(salesoptix with sigdevs) and phase two (newsoptix over
news feed). This phase introduces a search engine and
contextual ad model to drive revenue.

Jean-Carlos Jaimungal

APPR

like sales tips,
stock prices, etc.
same engine drives all these
users pay to have a special view
and have the instant notification

public companies
peer companies
industries & geographies
sales tips

public companies
high intensity companies
stock prices
financial information

client tracking
issue tracking
industry tracking

health & aging issues
financial stock tracking
lifestyle/retirement info

may be able to provide
text-to-speech service
and leave voicemails
with important alerts

DATE

PRODUCT DESIGN
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WEB
HRDW

DENOVA LABS

01-JANUARY-2007

COMP

VERSION 2.5
DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES ONLY

SIZE
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CODE
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